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INTRODUCTION: 

an essential environmental component for any working place, whether buildings, 

roads, offices, factories, stationery or mobile equipment, machines or any other installations and 

plants. It has a direct bearing on the efficiency of manpower and machine in addition to its effect 

personal health. It is also well established that inadequacy of light and long exposure to 

inadequate lighting conditions lead to numerous eye sight problems and ill effects on human 

body. It is also known that over exposure to light is equally dangerous to human body. 

Various researches and studies have been carried out on this subject and different stll1dards of 

jighting for specified objectives and operations have been prescribed by different countries and 

Standard Organizations. 

Bare lamps causing glare are still in frequent evidence. In many cases the quantity of light 

generated is sufficient, but only a small percentage of the light reaches the work, by reason of 

failure to equip the lamps with suitable reflectors. 

"The question of artificial Iighting is of special importance at the present time when night work 

is general, and common in mines. Notv.. ithstanding the important bearing which good eyesight 

must have upon output, the question is not today receiving adequate attention at the hands of' 

t!Jose whose duty it is to obtain this output. Bad lighting affects output unfavorably, not only by 

making good and rapid work more di fficult, but also by causing headaches and other effects of
 

eye-strain.
 

Incidence of accidents due to poor Jighting conditions and glare at the eyes of the driver
 

ooerating vehicles and HEMMs has also increasc,j in recent past.
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Instances have corne under the notice of this Directorate, of headaches and eye-strain resulting
 

from (a) inadequate light, both artificial and natural; (b) artificial light, adequate in amount, but
 

so placed as to throw a glare on the eyes of the workers; (c) employment of workers, whose
 

eyesight should be aided by suitable glasses, to carry out fine work without first testing their
 

eyesight." 

In view of tht.' conditions prevailing at the mines and their effects on health and safety of
 

the persons employed therein, it is imperative to re-examine the issue of lighting in the
 

perspective of advancement made in Lighting and Photometry that need to be applied and
 

implemented for better work environment and safety in mines.
 

1.1 BACKGROUND: 

Under regulation J51- General Lighting, of the Coal Mines Regulations 1957, the adequate
 

arrangements for providing lighting at various places both oil surface as well as belowground
 

workings of a mine have been specified. Provisions to prevent glare or eyestrain, accidental
 

damage and Lighting Fixture to be in compliance with the Indian Electricity·Rules 1956 have
 

been specified (Regulation 152).
 

A Technical Committee on mining standards was appointed by the Government of India which
 

submitted its report on Standards of Lighting in Mines in 1963. Based on the recommendations
 

of the Committee, a technical circular no. 14 of 1964 was issued from this Directorate in which
 

the standards of lighting for underground \.vork places, flood lighting in depilJaring areas,
 

individual lights, importance of lighting and eye strain due to lighting were described in details.
 

The Standard of Lighting for Opencast Mines were also prescribed vides Government
 

Notification No. GSR- 804 dated 18.6.1975 for Opencast Coal mines and vide GSR No. 829
 

dated 18.06.1975 for Meta II iferous Opencast Mines.
 

Various other requirement of lighting in depiilaring areas in coal mines vide Technical Circular
 

No. 42 of 1961, Flood Lighting in depillaring areas in first degree gassy seam vide Technical
 

Circular No. 36 of 1969 have also been notified.
 

In the standards prescribed by the notifications mentioned above, the work place lighting 

requirements have been mentioned. The characteristics and parameters of the luminaires 

required to provide the desired level of illumination need to be defined and specified. The 

lighting requirements of stationary and mobile equipment, signal lightings, traffic lights and 
many other lighting parameters also need to be looked into. 

2.0 Technology Advancement 

The lighting technology has advanced manifold and many lighting systems including intelljgent 

lighting system have been developed which are not only energy efficient but also has long life of 

its lamps and heat sink devices. The modem lighting system works on low voltage low current 

ratings and gives output more than the existing and old light fixtures like high pressure sodium i 
vapour lamp or gas discharge system of lights. 1 
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Glaring on the eyes of the operators and eye strains are another area of concern which lead to 

accidents and failures resulting in loss of lives and equipment. In number of cases, the design of 

the lights and its fixtures were defective and in many other cases their uses were faulty. 

[n this context, it is essential to study and investigate the lighting parameters provided hy the 

Luminaire and develop a standard based on such investigations. 

The life of the lights not only depends on its design and output but also on the conditions and 

environment in which they are used. The Dust, water, water vapour, gas, heat, shock, noise and 

vibrations are the primary factors that need to be taken into consideration while designing 

lighting system for specified use at specified places. 

The Original Lights on-board mobile machinery are designed for a particular working condition 

but during use in mines, the conditions change from mine to mine and mineral to mineral due to 

variation in the conditions, methods and the requirements thereon. Thus the light provided by 

OEM fits in properly in one mining system whereas becomes unfit in another. The placement of 

light sources also plays an important role on the desired level of lighting at specified location. 

A number of meetings and discussions have been held in this Directorate with the manufacturers 

and users of lighting systems in mines and have also seen during the course of inspections and 

enquiries into accidents, that it is essential to focus our attention again on this subject and 

generate data for standardization of latest lighting systems and features which are required for 

mines and oilfields. 

Under this varying scenario, it becomes inevitable to ensure that: 

(i)	 The design of light source and its technical parameters, 
(ii)	 The spectral distribution of the Iight output with the type of reflector and diffuser in use, 
(iii)	 Light Flux distribution with reference to its output, location, target area of illumination; 

and 
(iv)	 The working conditions and the environment in which they are to be used; 

are clearly specified by the manufacturers and should fulfill the requirements of the users. 

3.0 DEFINITIONsrrERMS OF PHOTOMETRY AND IMPORTANT FACTORS 

Luminaire 

The complete lighting assembly, Jess the support assembly. For purposes of determining total 

light output from a Ium inaire, lighting assem bl ies wh ich inc lude multi pie unsh ie Ided or partia Ily 

shielded lamps on a single pole or standard shall be considered as a single unit. 

Lumen (unit) 

The lumen (symbol: 1m) is the 51 unit of luminous flux, a measure of the perceived power of 

light. Luminous flux differs from radiant flux, the measure of the total power of light emitted, in 

that luminous flux is adjusted to reflect the varying sensitivity of the human eye to different 

wavelengths of light. The lumen is defined in relation to the candela by 

I 1m == 1 cd'g == 1l2o;·m 2 
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That is, a light source that uniformly radiates one candela in all directions radiates a total of 4JT 

lumens. 1f the source were partially covered by an ideal absorbing hem isphere, that system 
would radiate halfas much luminous flux--only 2JT lumens. The luminous in!l:flsity would still 

be one candela in those directions that are not obscured. 

Explanation 

If a light suurce: e:mits one candela of luminous intensity uniformly across a solid an~Je of olle 

steradian, its total luminous flux emitted into that angle is one lumen. Alternatively, an isotropic 

one-candela light source emits a total luminous flux of exactly 47t lumens. The lumen can be 

thought of casually as a measure of the total "amount" of visible light in some defined beam or 

angle, or emitted from some source. 

A standard 120 V, 100 watt incandescent light bulb emits 1500-1700 lumens, while a standard 

230 V model emits 1200-1400 1m. A 23 watt compact fluorescent lamp emits about 1500 1m. 

The number of lumens produced per watt of power consumed is the ,vaJl-plug luminous efficacy 

of the source. 

Differences between lumens and lux 

The difference between the units lumen and lux is that the lux takes into account the area over 

which the luminous flux is spread. A flux of 1000 lumens, concentrated into an area of one 

square metre, lights up that square metre with an illuminance of 1000 lux. The same 1000 

lumens, spread out over ten square metres, produce a dimmer illuminance of only 100 lux. 

Achieving an illuminance of 500 lux might be possible in a home kitchen with a singJe 

fluorescent light fixture with an output of 12000 lumens. To light a factory floor with dozens of 

times the area of the kitchen would require dozens of such fixtures. Thus, lighting a larger area 

to the same level of lux requires a greater number of lumens. 

Illuminance 

Jt is the total amount of visible light illuminating (incident upon) a point on a surface from al1
 

directions above the surface. This "surface" can be a physical surface or an imaginary plane.
 

Therefore illuminance is equivalent to irradiance weighted with the response curve of the human
 

eye.
 

Standard unit for illuminance is Lux (Ix), which is lumen per square meter (Im/m 2). 

I Ix = 10.764 fc Footcandle; fc 

Horizontal illuminance 

The measure of brightness from a light source, usual1y measured in footcandlcs or lumens, 

which is taken through a light meter's sensor at a horizontal position on a horizontal surface. 

Vertical illuminance 

The measure of brightness from a light source, usually measured in footcandJes or lumens, 

which is taken through a light meter's sensor at a vertical position on a vertical surface. 



average to minimum or it may be expressed as a ratio of maximum to mInimum level of 
illumination for a given area. 

Example: U. ratio max. to min. = 4:1 for the given area, the lowest level of illumination (J) 

should be no Jess than 1/4 or "4 times less" than the maximum (4) level of illumination. 

The maximum brightness contrast of juxtaposed surfaces in the normal visual field should be 

prefernhly not greater than 20 to 1; thm is to say, the darkest part of the working space observed 

should have brightness preferably not less than one-twentieth of that of the brightest part. If 

strictly local lighting is used without adequate general illumination of the workplace, the figure 

for brightness contrast will greatly exceed the standard given above and causes severe eye-strain 

and increases accident hazard. When the local lighting is used there must be employed in 

addition a moderate intensity of overhead lighting uniformly distributed." 

Standards of Distribution 

Lamps should be so instailed in regard to height, spacing, reflectors or other accessories, as to 

secure a good distribution of light on the work area, avoiding objectionable shadows and sharp 

contrasts of intensity. The illumination on the working plane should be as uniform as possible. 

The variation range of illumination, that is to say the ratio of the maximum illumination to the 

minimum illumination, is a measure of the distribution of light and should preferably be less 

than 3 to 1 and not greater than 4 to 1, as relating to the machinery or work benches as the case 

may be. As relating to machinery and adjoining passageways the range may, of course, be much 

wider but should preferably not exceed 20 to 1. 

Direct Illumination 

Illumination resulting from light emitted directly from the lamp, off of thc reflector or reflector 

diffuser, or through the refractor or diffuser lens, of alum inaire. 

Flood or Spotlight 

Any light fixture or lamp that incorporates a reflector or a refractor with a diffusing glass 

envelope to concentrate the light output into a directed beam in a particular direction. 

Lighting Fixture 

The assembly that houses the lamp or lamps and can include all or some of the foJlowing parts: 

;,.	 a housing, a mounting bracket or pole socket, a lamp holder, a ballast, a reflector or mirror, 

and/or a refractor or lens. 

Full Cutoff Light Fixture 

A IUlllinilire light distribution where no light is emitted above the horizontal, and where the 

intensity at 80 degrees from nadir is no greater than 100 candela per 1000 lamp lumens. 

Fully Shielded Light Fixture 

A lighting fixture constructed in such a manner that all light emitted by the fixture, either 

directly from the lamp or a diffusing element, or indirectly by reflection or refraction from any 

part of the Juminaire, is projected below the horizontal as determined by photometric test or 
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certified by the m::mufacturer. Any structural part of the light fixture providing this shielding 
must be permanently affixed. 

Height of Luminairc 

The height 01' J [ul11inJirc slLtil b\.' the verticJ] distance from the ground directly below the 

centerline urthe IUl11inain: to the lowest direct-light-emitting part of the Jurninaire. 

Glare 

The sensation produced by a bright source within the visual field that is sufficiently brighter than 

the level to which the eyes are adapted to cause annoyance, discomfort, or loss in visual 

performance and visibility. 

Glare is often the result of excessive contrast between bright and dark areas in the field of view. 

For example, glare can be associated with directly viewing the filament of an unshielded or 

badly shielded light. Light shining into the eyes of pedestrians and drivers can obscure night 

vision for up to an hour after exposure. Caused by high contrast between light and dark areas, 

glare can also make it difficult for the human eye to adjust to the differences in brightness. Glan: 

is particularly an issue in road safety, as bright and/or badly shielded lights around roads may 

partially blind drivers or pedestrians unexpectedly, and contribute to accidents. 

Glare can also result in reduced contrast, due to light scattering in the eye by excessive 

brightness, or to reflection of light from dark areas in the field of vision, with luminance similar 

to the background luminance. This kind of glare is a particular instance of disability glare, called 

veiling glare. 

Glare can be categorized into different types. 

•	 Blinding glare describes effects such as that caused by staring into the Sun. It is completely 

blinding and leaves temporary or permanent vision deficiencies. 

•	 Disability glare describes effects such as being blinded by oncoming car lights. or light 

scattering in fog or in the eye, reducing contrast, as well as reflections from print and other 

dark areas that render them bright, with significant reduction in sight capabilities. 

•	 Discomfort glare does not typically cause a dangerous situation in itself, though it is 

annoying and irritating at best. It can potentially cause fatigue if experienced over extended 
periods. 

Light clutter 

Light clutter refers to excessive groupings of lights. Groupings of lights may generate 

confusion, distract from obstacles (including those that they may be intended to illuminate), and 

potentially cause accidents. Clutter is particularly noticeable on roads where the street lights are 
badly designed, or where brightly lit advertising surrounds the roadways. Depending on the 

motives of the person or organization who installed the lights, their placement and design may 

even be intended to distract drivers, and can contribute to accidents. Clutter may also present a 

hazard in the aviation environment if aviation safety lighting must compete for pilot attention 

with non-relevant lighting. For instance, runway lighting may be confused with an array of 
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suburban commercial lighting and aircraft collision avoidance lights may be confused with 

ground lights. 

Light Pollution 

Any adverse effect of man-made light. 

Ligh t Trespass 

Light falling where it is not wanted or needed, typically across property boundaries. 

4.0 FACTORS AFFECTING STANDARDS OF ILLUMINATION 

Li ght lcve I standards are affected by light quantity and qual ity desi red, fixture efficiency and 

other applicable factors. 

Quantity of light or the light output and light levels is measured in lumens, lux and footcandles. 

Initial Lumens/ Footcandles reflect the amount of light produced by a lamp when it is installed. 

Supply voltage variations, lamp's interaction with the ballast and dirt build up (Luminaire Dirt 

Depreciation) reduce the produced amount of light. Lessening of light output over time, while 

continuing to consume the same energy amounts (Lamp Lumen Depreciation) also reduces the 

light levels of the lamp and waists energy. 

Maintained Lumens/Footcandles show the light level after light loss factors are taken into 

account over a period of time. Mean Lumens show the average light output over the lamp's 

lifetime. When addressing lighting standards a provision for the light quantity depreciation over 

time due to multiple factors should be made. 

Quality of light depends on the brightness, distribution and light color. 

Photometric brightness (Luminance) is the amount of light leaving the lamp or reflecting from a 

surface, It is measured in footlamberts, candelas/sq. n. and candelas/ square mett:r (mdric). 

Brightness can produce levels of glare if not contained properly. 

Every fixture has a Visual Comfort Probability (VCP) rating that reflects its level of visual 

comfort. 

Glare can severely interfere with visual comfort. High brightness ratios produce high contrast 

and can also create a visual fatigue during "transient adaptation", which is the adaptation process 

of the eye when brightness changes. 

Light Color depends on the visible light spectrum and the wavelength composition of the lamp 

light (Spectral power distribution), the color of the light the lamp produces (Color temperature 

measured in Kelvin), the way the light source makes the color appear to human eyes and how 

well subtle variations in color shades are revealed (Color rendering -Color Hcndering Index 

from 0- 100). The higher the CRI is, the better the color rendition appears. An inappropriate 

color rendition can deceive the eye and supply it with wrong information. 



.." 

Lamp examples: 

Metal Halide Lamps are High Intensity Discharge Lamps (l1lD) and have high efficiency and 

good color rendition. These lamps are used in stadiums, warehouses and industrial settings. 

High Pressure Sodium Lamps (I-IPS) are the most efficient of the HID family. Their color 

rendition, hO\vever, is not as good as the rendition of Metal Hal ide Lamps. HPS lamps are often 

used for street illumination. 

Fixture efficiency is affected by two factors. The first factor is the amount of power (watts 'A') 

required for the fixture to work at any given time and the amount of light leaving the fixture 

(Electrical Efficiency), The second is how much light will be produced by the fixture and how 

much of it will be task efficient (Fixture Efficiency). An inefficient fixture can use the same 

amount of energy as an efficient one while producing Jess light. 

5.0 Other Criteria Affecting Standards Illumination 

Activity level in the area can change the requirement of light quantity and quality dcpending on 

the function that takcs place. 

Visual acuity is the ability to dctect a diffcrent aspect of detail. Areas that require high 

detail differentiation may require high visual acuity. Excessive brightness or insufficient 

light can hinder visual acuity. 

High Light Levels aDd vision. 

At high light levels absolute sensitivity decreases, contrast threshold increases, the eyes switch 

to photopic (cone vision) vision. 

Object recognition depends on the ability of the eye to discriminate differences in illumination 

within the object and against its environment, not on how bright the scene is. 

6.0 Effects of Lighting on Human Health and Psychology 

Medical research on the effects of excessive light on the human body suggests that a variety of
 

adverse health effects may be caused by light pollution or excessive light exposure, and some
 

lighting design textbooks use human health as an explicit criterion for proper lighting, Health
 

effects of over-illumination or improper spectral composition of light may include: increased
 

headache incidence, worker fatigue, medically defined stress, decrease in sexual function and
 

increase in anxiety. Common levels of fluorescent lighting in offices are sufficient to elevate
 

blood pressure by about eight points. There is some evidence that lengthy daily exposure to
 

moderately high lighting leads to diminished sexual performance.
 

Specifically within the USA, there is evidence that levels of light in most office environments 
lead to increased stress as well as increased worker errors. 

The case against Iight pollution is strt:ngthel1t:d by a range of studies on health effects, 

suggesting that excess light may induce loss in visual acuity, hypertension, headaches and 

increased incidencc of carcinoma. 
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Where objective measurement is desired, light levels can be quantified by field measurement or 

mathematical modeling, with results typically displayed as an hwpltote map or light contour 

map. 

It is, therefore, recommended that Manager of every mine should prepare, 
update and maintain Lighting PJan:

(i) Indicating the location of the places, and the type of illuminating devices, }lxtures. lamps, 

supports, reflectors, and other devices; 

(ii) Description of the illuminating devices, }lxtures, lamps, supports, 

devices and the description may include, but is not limited 

!JIonufacturers ami drawings (including sections where required); 

reflectors, and oth

to, catalog Cllts 

er 

by 

(t'if) Indicating photometric data, such as th r4t furnished by manufactllrers, or simi/ar showing 

the angle ofCltt ojJor light emissions. 

iv) Showing the required and exiting level ofluminance at various places. 

The Mine Management shall additionally have certified reports of tests of illumination 

conducted by recognized testing laboratory. 

7.0 General Requirements of Artificial Lighting 

The requirements for good illumination in mines, mills and other work places may be 
summarized as follows: 

i)	 Sufficient illumination should be provided for each workman irrespective of his position 
on the working space. 

ii)	 The lamps should be properly selected and so installed as to avoid or minimize strain on 
the eyes of the workmen. The type and size of lamp should be adapted to the particular 
location and height and class of work in question. 

iii)	 The lamps should be operated from sources 01' supply which will Insure continuity of 
service and steadiness of light. 

iv)	 Adequate illumination should be provided from overhead Jamps so that sharp shadows 
may be prevented as much as possible, and in such manner that individual lamps close to 

the work may be unnecessary except in special cases. 

v)	 In addition to the illumination provided by overhead lamps, individual lamps should be 
placed close to the work if they are absolutely necessary, and in such cases the Jamps 
should be provided with suitable opaque reflectors. These requirements may now be met 
by means of the new types of electric, LEDs and gas lamps. However the type of lamp 
should be decided based on the nature of work, work environment and the extent of 
ambient illumination. 

It is, therefore proposed that all Lighting .~vsr(,lIJs and Component.l· in mines h{)rh on .\'111'/0('('0/1(1 

beloJl![;round inciliding oil onri gas l/Iine'\'lflc!ld~ shollid be 0/ (/ (ype anrl.\'tandu/'{I approved ifl 

writingfrom this Directorate. 
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A notificatIOn No ,V-J2()]Yi]']UOi);S&T(JIQj/l(, dated 1J .ii/til/ory :lUUY III this regord has been 

fOr>varded 10 be published in the Gazelfe of India and the subject mailer thereofis reproduced 

below for information and toklllg necessary actions to comply lVith the requirement. 

"In exercij'e of tlte power cOllferred on Ihe Chief Inspeclor of Mines also de.\·ignated as 

Director General of Mines Safely under sub~reglllation (3) of Regulation of 181 of Ihe COlli 

Milles Regulations, 1957 and sub~regulation (1) of Regulatioll of 73 of the Oil Mines 

Regulatioll!" 1984, I hereby declare 1st March, 2009 as the u'atefrom which al/lypes oflights, 

lighting Fb.:tures and Yy.\·lem incllldillg lights on hour" mohile machinery, ill lIEMMI', 

Machinery ami PlanlS , If/dicators or Signal lighls to be IIsed in Illines both on surface find 

belowground incllUling uil and ga,l' milles/fields lVill be of stich ~1'1)e, stalldard alld make as 

approved by file hy a general or special order ill Hlrilillg. " 

You are being informed in advance to take necessary steps in this regard and requested to ensure 

that it is implemented and complied with. 

Yours faithfully, 

i/~~ A.~- ..: !) 

trvl.M.Sharmal try 11 


